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LIFTMASTER® SHOWCASES RANGE AND DEPTH OF RESIDENTIAL GATE OPERATORS  
Portfolio of Feature-Rich, Residential Gate Operators at IBS 2013 Meet Demands of  

Any Budget and Application 
  

Elmhurst, IL — January 2013 – At IBS 2013, LiftMaster showcased three state-of-the-art 

residential gate operators built for any application and ideal for a variety of access needs and budgets. 

Providing options for builders as well as homeowners, these units are equipped with advancements that 

ensure greater range, reliable access, battery backup capabilities and even streamlined connectivity to 

other household access points for complete property control.    

Meet the LA400 for Single Gate Entry  

 As a member of the LiftMaster family of swing gate operators, the LA400 model comes as a 

single gate entry with a simple feature set, making it a practical solution for urban, suburban and even 

rural applications. Equipped with a 24VDC transformer run motor, which provides exceptional torque as 

well as soft start and stop operation, the gate operator unit sustains longer gate and operator life as well 

as dependable performance, especially for entry-level residential applications. Built to operate gates up 

to 16 feet long and weighing up to 550 pounds, this affordable gate operator by LiftMaster includes an 

on board 315 MHz radio receiver that accepts commands from LiftMaster Security+ remotes, ensuring a 

simple, secure way for residents and visitors to enter or exit through this access point.  

Solar-Powered Solutions – LA412 

 Designed for residential applications where a power source is not convenient or available, the 

LA412 provides a reliable, energy-efficient gate operator solution. Outfitted with a 12VDC motor, this 

solar-powered unit is capable of operating residential gates up to 16 feet long and weighing up to 550 

pounds. Equipped with the EverCharge® Power Management System, this innovative unit uses two "on 

board" batteries to ensure the solar charged system only draws energy from the batteries when 

operating the gate, minimizing the power consumption when not in use. Due to the energy-efficiency of  
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this unit, homeowners can qualify for a 30 percent tax credit, supported by the US Federal 

Government’s incentive plan for homeowners embracing solar powered systems in their home. 

The New and Improved LA500  

Ideal for gated and multi-housing communities up to 25-30 homes as well as small gated 

properties rated at 300 cycles per day), the compactly designed LA500 Residential Gate Operator 

features an AC run transformer powered by either 120V or 230V single phase power and an 

uninterrupted Battery Backup performance system, providing customers access through their gates 

even in the event that AC power is lost. For homeowners and customers who need a simple way to hold 

open a gate for a party or other event, the LA500 has been enhanced with Party Pass, a convenient, 

easy-to-activate feature that holds the gate in open position without having to manually open the control 

box. The enhanced LA500 operators also include Security+ 2.0™ technology, which eliminates 

interference and provides up to double the range of standard remotes so homeowners do not have to 

wait at the gate to access their property. 

In addition to ensuring access is easier for large parties or guests with the Party Pass feature, 

the newly launched LA500 units also share LiftMaster’s patented new MyQ® Technology.  Built inside 

the operators, MyQ is a two-way communication system that allows the operators and LiftMaster 

residential openers to connect resulting in a reliable, technically advanced door to gate system. Using 

the Internet or a smart phone, homeowners have the ability to remotely monitor and operate their MyQ 

compatible gates and doors from anywhere in the world, experiencing a new level of security, control 

and flexibility on their property.  

All of the LiftMaster residential gate operators on display at IBS 2013 (LA400, LA412 and 

LA500) are available with The Protector System®, which initiates a safety reversing sensor if the gate is 

obstructed during the opening or closing stage, addressing the safety concerns of residential property 

and homeowners. 

  LiftMaster is the number one brand of professionally installed residential garage door openers, 

as well as a major manufacturer of commercial door operators, residential and commercial gate 

operators, telephone entry systems and related access control products.  Driven by the access and  
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security needs of the marketplace, LiftMaster’s expansive line of state-of-the-art residential and  

commercial products are designed to fit any lifestyle or application, providing consumers with the latest 

technology and innovations in safety, security and convenience.  For inquiries on LiftMaster products 

and to find a dealer in your area, please visit www.LiftMaster.com. 
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